These two concepts are the most important to being an Ancient

in planning everyday activities. WHY? because in the calculations
to tribal and clan equations, one must review the calculations to
percentage ratio differences that appear in subjects or citizens
of nations or countries that do not believe in the Ancient and
Traditional way.
EXAMPLE! The human generation in spiritual views, is» in perfection
individually having a cycle every 2 days, L hours, and 30 minutes;
as the citizens collectively of a nation or country, every 20l days and '
2 hours.
a. Should the percentage ratio fall below this for the people of nation or country, then lt_ís nation of War, Destruction, and
Lust replacing Beauty and Love.
b. Should the percentage ratio be above the human generation and
just below the Speed of Time(light), then it is a nation of War, Intellect, Oratory, Mueíc, and remarkable men and women
of genius.
c. Should the percentage ratio be above the Speed of Time(lìght)
then it is a nation where the people have many Gods, Lords, Saviors, and Witchcraft Idols, all having superstítutíon laws to rites
and ceremonies that conclude to sexualism as the
perfect state.
One only has to look and review the civilized concept on Biorhythm
which is alleged to determine your personal Physical, Emotional, and
Intellectual cycles . No one can blame an Ancient for such obvious rituals that placês'individuals~ for open spiritual scrutiny by
peers,“because
Ancients warned of such stages, who were killed and murdered for doing;
so.
Now the 'overall determination on how peaceful or violent the citizens
oí' a nation or country will be using the Ancient mathematical system and
its method or rules, can be applied to the peoples or citizens of a nation
or country seeking a spiritual society. One must first separate Spiritual
Light from Ancient Wisdom, just as knowledge and wisdom are separated.

